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CNF Technologies Corporation Selected For
"San Antonio's Fast Track Companies"
SAN ANTONIO (12 August 2013) – CNF Technologies Corporation, a premier systems engineering
company for the government, military, and corporate markets, announced today that they have been been
honored with recognition as one of “San Antonio's Fast Track Companies” for 2013.
Appearing in the July, 2013 issue of the San Antonio Business Journal, CNF Technologies was named the
2nd fastest-growing business overall (1st in the $2-$9 million category) with over 52% compounded
revenue growth over the past three years (2010-2012). This marks the third consecutive year that CNF
Technologies has been recognized as a Fast Track company. Last year, CNF was named sixth overall and
second in the “$4-$16 million” category. Founded in 2005, CNF has steadily increased in employees and
revenue each year. This year’s honor is even more significant, as it points to the success and longevity of
the company.
CNF’s Founder and CEO, Fred Ramirez commented on the recognition: "This is big award for us. Our
employees are a big part of our growth. We believe having gifted, seasoned, and outstanding employees
is any company’s most valuable asset. Our team’s expert knowledge and dedication for getting the job
done allows us to exceed our customers’ expectations. CNF has built a reputation of delivering what we
promise, within budget and schedule. Our excellent past performances from our existing customers are a
tribute to our outstanding employees. These excellent references are key to obtaining new customers or
expanding services with existing customers. The fact that San Antonio Business Journal has selected CNF
Technologies to its San Antonio's Fast Track Companies for three years in a row, shows that we have put
together the right team of professionals."
The Fast Track 2013 is the Business Journal’s annual listing of the fastest-growing companies in San
Antonio, TX and identifies the best companies across a wide variety of industries including technology,
financial services, health care and government. This year, 22 businesses were selected through a survey
tallied by certified public accounting firm BDO and recognized at an awards banquet hosted by the
sponsors of Fast Track.
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About CNF Technologies
CNF Technologies, a systems engineering company, offers a myriad of solutions in information assurance and
cyber operations enabling both government agencies and commercial companies to identify, understand, and
mitigate security risks; assess and assure network and information integrity. CNF believes in expertise, cost
effectiveness, and customer service to deliver results utilizing decades of experience in network defense,
intrusion detection, and incident response, as well as designing, managing, operating, and sustaining enterprise
level systems.
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